Meeting Minutes
December 10, 2012

Members Present: Bob Hardy, Peter Fogg, Marina Sumner, Bill Lawrence, Katherine Dawson

Call to Order 6:00PM:
Marina gave the rest of the Commissioners a report on the preparations for the Christmas Parade. WFTN radio station has not confirmed so alternatives were discussed such as a portable sound system. Auto Serve will advertise the parade on their sign starting tomorrow and Tiltn' Dinner will also. So far there are 10 confirmed floats and 2 girl scout entries. Marina will purchase the paper goods, sugar, creamers, etc. Katherine will inventory what is currently at the Park and call Marina with the list before Thursday. A sub committee to organize this event and Summer Fair was discussed. That would be helpful we will discuss further at the next meeting.
The Commissioners will meet at the Park on Friday to begin installing the tree lights at 4:30pm. Bill has the lights and Bob and Katherine will bring step ladders. Bob will be at the park Thursday putting up the wreaths and will look for extension cords while he is there.

Three bills were presented for approval to pay, two for wreaths from Hardy's Green house and one from Dolloff Landscaping. Bill motioned to pay the bills, Marina gave a second, all were in favor.

Bob presented the budget for discussion and approval. Katherine suggested adding an amount for the stripping and painting of the hand rails at Riverfront Park that would be done by a professional rather than in house. A figure of $5000 was suggested to cover the cost of sandblasting, priming and painting. Peter motioned to accept the budget, Bill offered a second, all were in favor.

Discussed getting bids to level the football field at 132. The ice rink was erected over the past week by Peter Fogg and Kevin Kenney. Discussed cutting the liner and then taping it back together to facilitate moving and adjusting it. The rink is in a flat spot but it is away from the lights on the buildings closer to the parking lot. Bob suggested getting a donated pole from PSNH and having the electrician installing lights on it. Bob will contact them. Peter suggested removing the people pass through gates it the field on they don't get bent and frozen in the snow during the winter season. Bob
suggested we try folding the rink liner so very little extends below the noodles so it won't be lifted by the wind and knock the noodles off.

Marina is still working on the plaque for the tree dedication to Vicy Virgin.

Motion to Adjourn: 8:15 PM